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Welcome to 2022 Nawarddeken!
It is our first year operating as 3 separately registered schools at Nawarddeken
Academy.There has been much excitement and enthusiasm from staff and students
alike beginning the new school year, getting to know one another and learning new
school routines.
All three sites have taking full advantage of our Kuwarddewardde Malkno Curriculum and
integrating the many seasonal and cultural aspects of Kudjewk with elements of
the Australian curriculum. It's exciting not only to see students deeply engaged, but also
local community members and senior knowledge holders sharing their skills and cultural
stories on country and in the classroom.
A big thanks to our Bininj and Balanda teachers who have all worked exceptionally hard
to make the beginning of 2022 one that we can all be proud of.
Olga Scholes

School News

Kabulwarnamyo
This term, we are off to a great start! On our bush trips, we have been out to Badjanworr,
Kundjorlomdjorlom, Kulnguki and Kurrukkurruk. In our learning of Traditional Knowledge, we have
visited and heard stories of Namarrkon bim, collected manme such as bulubbi (bush yam),
made bush string with the Daluk and joined in weed management and removal around
Kabulwarnamyo with the Daluk too!
In the classroom, we have been doing lots of learning of our English sounds, reading practice
and learning new, exciting words to improve our English vocabulary such as peep, glisten and
flash! In Maths, we have been learning to read a clock and tell the time as well consolidating
our counting and number skills.
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Manmoyi
Manmoyi Wurdurd have been eagerly getting to know their new teachers this term – Lauren,
Ross, Melanie, Milly and Michelle. They’ve also been busily learning the alphabet sounds,
reading words and writing about their skin names and favourite bushfood. The Wurdurd are
amazing artists and have produced some beautiful paintings and drawings that are on display
in our classroom. On Fridays, we’ve been celebrating our learning at assembly where the
Wurdurd dance and perform Songlines painted up in delek. Our first assembly has been a
highlight of the year so far. Kamak!
The Indigenous Language and Culture (ILC) program for first half of the term at Nawarddeken
school at Manmoyi has been KAMAK! The school has worked closely with the Bininj and
Daluk senior rangers and rangers and would like to thank Berribob, Christopher and Elizabeth
especially for sharing their knowledge with wurdurd (children) and balanda staff.
We started the term looking at the season Kudjewk. With Mille and Daluk rangers we mixed
white Anboyberre (flower) and Bodbang (Green Ants) together to eat. It was delicious! We
started learning about Namarrkon – The Lightning Man with Berribob and Ross and we are
looking forward to going to see and hear more stories at Kunwarddebim (rock art) sites. Bininj
wurdurd have learnt about collecting, making, and preparing fire sticks and have also made
their own spears. We are currently learning how to throw them.
Daluk have been learning where to collect,
how to prepare and make string from
Manbudbud (Kurrajong). We will be using
the Manbudbud string to make streamers
for our dance at assembly. Daluk have also
learnt where to collect pandanus and
colour and how to prepare them for
weaving and dying.

We have been singing song lines and are
looking forward to singing them
throughout the year and also learning
about the Kunwinjku skin system Duwa &
Yirritja with Michelle.
Masari's artwork and writing about collecting pandanus
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Manmoyi

Wurdurd painted in delek before performing Songlines at Manmoyi's first assembly

Tommy making fire

Alan learning his alphabet sounds
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Manmoyi - Early Years
Manmoyi Early Years program made start this year which is so exciting. Michelle and
Marlene have done a fabulous job in setting up everything the little ones need to start
their learning. We have 4 wurdurd enrolled who are enjoying conversational reading and
learning games. We are all very excited to see this program grow throughout the year.

Michelle, Marlene and Lee at the very first day of the Manmoyi Early Years Program
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Mamadawerre
It has been an exciting start to the year out at Mamadawerre!
Learning on Country highlight
Our Learning on Country program has allowed us at Nawarddeken to take our learning
outside of the classroom and explore nearby areas through weekly mini bush walks and a
planned weekly bush trip. So far on our trips we have learnt how to cut down paper bark,
collected pandanus, found different colour dyes, learnt how to cook fish in a ground
oven, observed & mapped out nearby bush food that grows during Kudjewk (wet season),
collected lots of yummy seasonal bush foods and worked on our fishing skills! It has been
great to have the support of Warddeken Rangers on our trips- they have been teaching
and showing us lots of new things!
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Mamadawerre
Indigenous Language and Culture highlight
We have also welcomed people from Mamadawerre into the School to share with us
their cultural knowledge and skills through our ILC (Indigenous Language and Culture)
program. We have had lessons on how to prepare pandanus for weaving, learnt how to
make traditional string, taken part in BIM art classes and learnt how to make paint from
clay on the fire.
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Mamadawerre
Inside the classroom highlight
Within Science this term we have been exploring weather patterns! One of our favourite
activities has been making rain gauges. Every day students are measuring and recording
how much rain has fallen in Mamadawerre and we have been graphing the results.

In Maths we have been focusing on measurement and time and we are getting more
confident in reading the school clock!

Staff 2022
David Arthur - CFO
Nawarddeken & Warddeken

I have been working in the NT since 2000 in Schools as a
Business Manager. I have a rich experience of the NT
independent school and public school system and I have
been the treasurer of Independent schools NT since 2016. In
2007 I travelled out to Kabulwarnamyo in between jobs as a
roadie for a film crew from San Francisco who were doing a
documentary and met the artist Bardayal Lofty Nadjamerrick
in what was to be a lifechanging event. It has been a
wonderful thing to be both on the Board of the fledgling
academy and assist in its registration and growth. My other
interest is travel, mainly to France where I have a long
association with a small village called Aurignac.

Jodi Vallak - Senior Teacher
Kabulwarnamyo

Hello!! I grew up in Sydney and have been a Primary teacher
for over 15 years. I have worked predominantly with First
Nations students in the NT, NSW and QLD, and in specialised
inclusive wellbeing programs. I have also been incredibly
fortunate to have worked for the Ministry of a Education in
both Laos and Fiji.
It truly is a privilege to be teaching at Nawarddeken Academy
alongside all the incredible cultural and traditional knowledge
holders, TOs and school staff, and to play a part in
establishing the new Kunwarrdewarrde Malkno curriculum.

Adelaide Ford - Teacher
Kabulwarnamyo

I’m 27 years old originally from Perth, WA. I love being in the
outdoors and exploring new places, usually off the beaten
track. I taught in a small community in the Central Kimberley
for four years as well as some short-term contracts in Perth
before moving up to West Arnhem to work at Nawarddeken in
2021. I love music and have taught myself how to play the
ukulele – not very well though! A dream of mine is to travel
South America for a whole year… I got 7 weeks in in 2020
before it was cut short by Covid!
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Annie Cameron - Assistant Teacher
Kabulwarnamyo

Annie has been working at Nawarddeken Academy since
2021, and has 2 grandkids that attend the school in
Kabulwarnamyo. She likes going hunting and camping with the
wurdurd, and teaching them about bush tucker and how to
collect the best firewood.
Annie loves cooking and helping support the wurdurd in the
classroom.

Lauren Baird - Teacher
Manmoyi

Lauren has lived and worked with both Martu (Mardu), Pintupi
and Anindilyakwa people from Western Australia, the Central
Desert and East Arnhem Land. She enjoys teaching and
learning alongside Bininj.

Melanie Cole - Teacher
Manmoyi

I grew up on Dharawal Country with my Dad, Mum and older
sister. I studied marine biology before moving to the Sunshine
Coast in Queensland. My partner’s name is Brian, we love to
travel to new places and climb mountains. He has 3 wurdurd Jacob is 15, Abbey is 13 and Ben is 10. Friday night is usually
family movie night for us. I will miss them while on Warddeken
Country but I’m very happy to be living and teaching here.
I’ve been teaching for 15 years, I have a passion for teaching
reading and I love to have fun while all the learning happens. My
previous school was Eumundi State School which has over 650
kids. I’m feeling incredibly excited to be teaching at the
Nawarddeken Academy and I’m especially looking forward to
bush trips, learning Kunwinjku and meeting new friends.
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Cody Thomas - Teacher
Mamadawerre

My name is Cody Thomas, I grew up in Shepparton, Victoria and
studied Primary teaching in Geelong. I have lived in the Territory
for 6 years working in both Central Desert and Top End
communities. In my free time I enjoy playing the electric guitar,
photography, hiking and being outdoors.
I always strive to support kids to have opportunities to Learn on
Country and incorporate this back into the classroom. I value
kids learning in and through their first language and feel that
throughout my time within the territory I have developed strong
skills to support Bininj educators with their planning, teaching
and reflective practices.

Em Teale - Teacher
Mamadawerre

Lorna Nabulwad - Assistant
Teacher Mamadawerre

Hi! I’m M. I grew up on the East Coast, and studied primary
school teaching in Wollongong, NSW. I love being outdoors,
baking delicious food and trying & learning new things.
I have been teaching remote within the NT for the past six years
and excited to join the Nawarddeken Team!
I have spent most of my time within the Territory teaching down
in Central Desert in a community called Yuendumu. I was lucky
enough to work alongside and learn from strong Indigenous
educators, which shaped my passion and interest for Bi-lingual
and Bi-cultural education. I love creating spaces where
language and culture is celebrated and at the forefront of all
teaching and learning.
I have been working with Nawarddeken Academy since 2018 at
both Kabulwarnamyo in the Early Learning Balabala and now at
Mamadawerre School. On the weekends I enjoy weaving floor
mats with pandanus and going out hunting with my family, being
in Mamadawerre makes me feel relaxed and happy. I love
teaching all the kids here, and its kamak that they can come to
school and learn and grow every day. I teach the kids about
their culture, out on country and in the classroom. I really enjoy
going on bush trips, listening to our old people tell us stories,
and showing the kids different country. This year I am really
looking forward to taking the kids out to different BIM sites and
teaching them how to care for that country. I want them to be
confident at reading and I want to encourage more Bininj to
come and work with me to teach our children.

Staff 2022
Hi everyone. I have lived in Darwin for 25 years, originally from
the hills of South Australia. I started at Nawarddeken Academy
in October 2021 after working at a boarding school in Darwin for
over 5 years. I enjoy working within education where I can
provide administrative support to teachers, parents and
students.
I love the outdoors and travelling, especially road trips within
Australia. I especially love listening to music.

Important Dates
28 - 29 March: Nawarddeken Board Meeting
31 March - 1 April: Warddeken Board Meeting
11 - 15 April: School Holidays
15 April: Good Friday
18 April: Easter Monday
25 April: ANZAC Day
26 - 27 April: School Closed RWI Training

